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            Easily and securely receive documents

            
              Simply share the address of your personal upload form with your contacts, they can immediately send you any type of file, securely and confidentially, without having to create an account on the site.
            

          

        

      

    

  













Utilization cases






Law firm


Facilitate the archiving of your files and reduce the risks of losses or delays by allowing your clients to send you contracts, legal documents, declarations, technical expertise, and other confidential documents in just two clicks.







Travel agency


Your clients can easily transfer their passports, visas, certificates, and other documents necessary to book their trips. 
Organize your data by client, destination, or travel date and manage the received documents effortlessly.








Human Resources


Job candidates can easily submit their resumes, cover letters, references, and other relevant documents to apply for job openings.
This efficient process ensures confidentiality and convenience for both parties








Real estate agency


Eliminate paper-based delays with ease by allowing your clients to electronically send you documents like leases, sales contracts, and rental application forms quickly and confidentially.







Online education


Your students can securely and conveniently submit their homework, essays, presentations, and projects to you without having to create an account on the website.







Customer service


Enable your clients to easily send you screenshots, invoices, and other necessary documents to receive personalized technical assistance or resolve specific issues.
This streamlined process ensures efficient and effective support, fostering smoother communication and problem-solving for a more seamless customer experience.







Editing and proofreading


Authors and editors can easily share manuscripts and documents for review and editing while keeping the content confidential. 
This convenient collaboration feature enhances productivity and ensures the privacy of sensitive information throughout the editing process.
By using this modern solution, authors and editors can work efficiently together, fostering creativity and protecting the security of their work.







Tax declaration


Taxpayers can securely send their tax forms and supporting documents electronically to their tax preparer, ensuring the safety and confidentiality of their financial information. This modern approach streamlines the process, making it more efficient and convenient for both taxpayers and tax professionals.
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